
Decomposition into 
Rotation and Translation

We can determine the 
rotation matrix, translation 
matrix, and normal vector

Because of the scale 
ambiguity, two possible 
solutions for {R,T,N} exist

Choose the right solution by 
assuming that motion is 
small

Homography Estimation 
using RANSAC

Homographies are valid for 
planar scenes, or for pure 
rotation
General 3D scenes contain 
planes, or can be 
approximated as planar
Use RANSAC to calculate H
and determine inliers; if more 
than 80% of points are inliers, 
pass the model

Cost Function weighing 
Correlation and Distance

Find matches based on cost;
If a single keypoint has two 

potential matches, pass both 
and let RANSAC deal with the 

wrong match.

Incremental Calculation 
of Shi-Tomasi Corners

If FX, FY > threshold1, 
calculate Hessian matrix
If trace(M) > threshold2,
calculate cornerness
If cornerness > threshold3,

inclu
de in local extrema 
calculations
Incremental calculation allows 
corner detection algorithm to 
run faster

Real-Time Camera Pose Estimation for Virtual Reality Navigation
Arthur Louis Alaniz II, Christina Marianne Mantaring

Department of Electrical Engineering, Stanford University

Virtual Reality Navigation Camera Pose Estimation

Feature Detection Experimental Results

Camera movement in the 
real world

Motion in the 
virtual world

Shi-Tomasi Corners
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C = min(λ1(M),λ2(M))

Homography Estimation
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Choose 4 pairs and solve for 
H such that

Aquire Camera 
Image

Corner 
Detection

Feature 
Matching

Homography
Estimation

Homography
Decomposition

Redraw 3D 
Environment
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Cornerness based on original ST

Cornerness based on speeded-up ST

Estimated 
Pose

Regions included in local max. calculations

Number of calculations
vs threshold1

Number of calculations
vs threshold2

Number of calculations
vs threshold3

ST Corners

Percentage of Inliers 
over Successive Frames

Matching keypoints
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